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Disease And Conditions – Wrinkles Treatment Botox

Skin is combination of lots cells with different properties and layer arrangement. All layers have its
importance and reason of there.

Dec. 22, 2009 - PRLog -- Human body is unique because of its basic elements like bones, joints, organs and
skin. Skin is also important because it gives uniqueness in look and feels as well as protection from outer
radiation also. Skin is very soft as well as very protective because of its properties. 
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But as time is passed, skin gets dry and less protective because of death cells. Wrinkles, aging symbols on
face. But because of our life style, ambition to be beautiful always tried to stop time so that we may not feel
old with death cells.

There are many treatments to stop number of death cells which make our skin dry and living-less. One of
treatment is related to injection Botox.

Botox is non-surgical therapy. Botox treatment is better to remove wrinkles between brows, creases on
forehand and around the eyes. Botox is medicine which is injected into skin with sharp needle into skin
without any discomfort for patient. This is simple, effectively which reduces dynamic wrinkles repeated
use.

You may see result in shot time period after Botox treatment. But like other treatments, this could have side
effect with your body. As side effect, there is rare case for death after Botox treatment. Beside this there is
also rare case for cardiovascular system, including arrhythmia and myocardial infarction.

In general, adverse come into week following injection. Some common adverse like tenderness, localized
pain may arise. But some adverse may raise for specific patients like Cervical Dystonia, Primary Axillary
Hyperhidrosis and Blepharospasm. Patient suffering any type of diseases required to have some care after
Botox treatments.
Like Strabismus patient may have vertical deviation because of higher Botox. Some side effect may come
in form of paralysis, past-pointing, double vision. Like Strabismus patient, there would be other side effect
for other diseases patient like Immunogenicity patient would get higher incidence of antibody formation.
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